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Collaboration personnel
•M. Paris (PI, LANL)
− Staff scientist Theoretical Divison (T-2)
− NNDC Cross section evaluation working group (CSEWG) member
− Consultant to IAEA (standards, R-matrix, Int. Nucl. Data Evaluation Network)

•D. Brown (co-PI, BNL)
− Staff scientist Nucl. Science & Technology Dept.
− Head National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC); CSEWG Chair; ENDF Manager
− USNDP Chair
− Chair GNDS Expert Group OECD/NEA-WPEC

• I. Thompson (co-PI, LLNL, Fellow APS/IoP)
− Staff scientist Nuclear Data & Theory Group
− USNDP POC
− Consultant IAEA (R-matrix, INDEN-LE)

•G. Hale (co-Inv, LANL, Fellow APS)
− Staff scientist T-Division (T-2) [50+ years!]
− Evaluator for most of the light-element evaluations in ENDF/B

•A. Lovell (co-Inv, LANL)
− Staff scientist T-Division (T-2)
− Recent recipient of 2022 FRIB Theory Award (Bayesian analysis & UQ)
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Collaborative work targeting objectives
I. Effectiveness USNDP
II.Multi-user
III.SC/NP support

•T1: Evaluations
•T2: Theory
•T3: Codes
− analysis
− development
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Figure 1: Timeline for main tasks (T1, T2, T3) described in the section on Proposed Research &
Methods. The designations for subtasks of each main task are given for T1 evaluations in terms of

the compound system; the theoretical e↵ort encompassed by T2 are designated by the secondary �
process development (z, z0�), the connection between the low-energy R matrixand coupled-channel

approach via the Feshbach-Reich-Moore (FRM), and the HE allows for additional theoretical e↵ort

on determining the high-energy evaluations and their consistency with the low-energy. The coding

task, T3, are subtasked according to the designations on the previous page.
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Recent activity
for work starting CY23

•Evaluations
− Nucleon-nucleon evaluation extension to upper energy of 

100 MeV (from 50 MeV)
§ data cull via EXFOR, literature search, “archival”, etc.

− Other recent, SBEND-relevant evaluation work 
(by compound system)
§ 8Be ~ d+6Li in collaboration with J. DeBoer (U. Notre Dame)
§ 13C: working with K. Kelly (LANL) CoGNAC experiment

−Evluation of new 𝑛, 𝑛! data
§ 17O: new evaluation work

− incorporate 16O* excited states for 𝑛, 𝑛!𝛾

•Theory development
− Faddeev-motivated R-matrix model development for 
𝑛, 𝑛$𝛾 & 𝑧, 𝑧%𝑧&
§ Phys. Rev. C in preparation

• Staff & Postdoc hiring
− New hires this spring/summer

§ L. Hlophe (currently @ LLNL) FRIB-TA Theory Fellow
§ TBA (very soon!) LANL new T-2 group staff position Calculated 𝛾 ray spectra with 

new relativistic 3-body 
theoretical model

Modern Structure-based Nuclear Data Evaluations for Basic Science, Nuclear Safety & Security P.I.: M. Paris

Background/Introduction

The internal structure of nuclei, their decay, and their interactions with nuclear, electromagnetic, and weak
probes are fundamental and foundational physical parameters that enter into an array of modern applications
in basic science, national security, and energy applications. The need to improve the precision of the
knowledge of these physical parameters – collectively nuclear data – is being driven by advances on several
fronts in these applications. Research in basic science – in the fields of fundamental symmetries and neutrino
physics[1], the nuclear astrophysics of compact objects[2], stellar and galactic chemical evolution[3], and
cosmology[4] – is frequently impacted by nuclear data uncertainties that are often the largest or significant
sources of error. Recent advances in computational modeling and simulation for existing and next-generation
nuclear reactors[5], non-proliferation, stockpile stewardship[6], inertial and magnetic confinement fusion[7]
applications, too, are pushing the limits of existing U.S. Nuclear Data Program (USNDP) repositories
of nuclear structure, decay, and reaction data. These limitations are being tested in both the scope and
precision of the available USNDP data. Future progress in basic and applied research depends critically
upon improving the quality, coverage, and amount of nuclear data information for users both in academic
and industrial institutions.
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Figure 1: The cycle of nuclear data pro-
duction based on the needs of users.
Evaluation is the central objective of the
present proposal.

The central objective of this collaborative research pro-
posal spanning three national laboratories (including two US-
NDP principals), with connections to colleagues in academia,
is to provide a foundational, theoretical evaluation approach,
which couples the generation of nuclear data for structure, de-
cay, and reactions simultaneously in a unified, self-consistent
methodology. While the proposed research represents a long-
term capability for nuclear-data generation, the immediate ob-
jective is to advance this nuclear data information for high-
priority, light-element materials of interest (such as H, C, N,
O) for the (n, n0

�) (and analogous charged-particle processes
like (n,↵0

�) and (↵,↵0
�)) relevant for DOE-SC and NNSA

programs.
Motivations for such a unified, self-consistent re-

envisioning of the cycle of nuclear data production (see Fig. 1)
are relevant for multi-use, high-impact applications[6]. In the
remainder of this Introduction, we will consider applications
of nuclear data, their covariance and uncertainty information,
in areas of research of relevance in fundamental and applied
nuclear science. Then we will briefly review the state of the methods we have used successfully for many
years to produce nuclear data evaluations, which are widely used for an array of applications through their
dissemination in existing USNDP database repositories.

Recent, exciting developments in fundamental (or “basic”) research advantaged by new experimental
facilities[8] and observational capabilities[9] highlight the need for this comprehensive and theoretically well
founded approach to the evaluation of nuclear structure, decay and reaction data. Nuclear data and their
uncertainties materially a�ect the interpretation of several ongoing experiments that attempt to disentangle
the known, "background" physics of the standard model from possible signatures of new physics, addressing
several DOE-SC use-areas. Our proposed new methods will permit the extraction of possible signatures of
physics beyond the standard model (BSM) from experiments and better determine uncertainties in model
calculations. An example of the importance of nuclear data and their uncertainties occurs in the context
of large-scale underground neutrino detectors[10–13] aimed at better characterization of neutrino masses
and mixing parameters, the knowledge of which remains an open issue of far-reaching implications for
understanding possible BSM physics. The 13C(↵, n)16O reaction, in particular, is a significant source of
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Thanks in advance for your questions
& support
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Planned Code Development
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Collaboration work: Machine Learning
Address task of determining resonance parameters (spin, parity, couplings)

• BRR simple and robust method
− Resonance spin group assignment is label
− Use out-of-distribution metrics as ML features 
− Train on high-fidelity evaluations
− extend other compound systems, higher energies

• MDN (Mixture Density Network)
− probabistic ML for uncertainty quantification

• QUILTR (Quantified Uncertainties in Low-energy 
Theory for Reactions)
− Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo for FRESCO
− quantifies parametric uncertainties on model 

parameters

• Resonance classification problem
- spin, parity, other quantum 
numbers

- expert knowledge reliant
• The Atlas Neutron Res has many 
misclassified resonances!

• Classification well suited for ML

* Fig. taken from K.M. Mendez et al. Metabolomics 15, 142 (2019) https://doi.org/10.1007/s11306-019-1608-0

BRR uses a Machine Learning approach

Employ lightweight 
scikit-learn classifiers
and clever problem 
design

BRR reclassified 17% 
of 52Cr resonances

ML-algo code tools


